
1 create
Aktana enables companies to turn existing strategies into data-driven game plans for their 
reps through simple configuration options. Key parameters include:

> Which data sources to incorporate (call plans, script data, multichannel activity, etc.)
> What the data means and when it’s most relevant
> When it’s important enough to be highlighted
> How the data should influence a rep’s decision

2 enable
Once the game plan is in place, Aktana 
delivers valuable information directly to  
the rep, right in the rep’s workflow, in a 
language they can understand.

Aktana information takes two forms:
> snoitsegguS  consider all possibilities

and suggest specific, prioritized
actions with supporting rationale

>  Insights comb through the data
and present just what is relevant to
the decision at that time

3 learn
The Decision Support Engine learns from rep actions, feedback on market conditions, and 
constraints that affect specific HCPs. It also evaluates how effectively a plan was executed 
and the impact it had across HCP segments.

By capturing this information and sharing it in clearly understood terms, Aktana enables 
organizations to connect actions to results, and make improvements at both the macro 
and micro levels.

Your global sales force is your most expensive asset. To improve its performance, you’ve invested heavily in data 
and analytics. Surely if your reps deliver the right messages to the right customers at the right times, they’ll have 
more impact. But the rep’s job is getting harder and it’s unclear what more can be done to support them.  

With your brand strategy as a starting point, Aktana’s Decision Support Engine examines a variety of data sources 
(e.g. market data, cross-channel activity) and delivers suggestions and insights to the rep within their Veeva CRM 
workflow, helping them make better moment-to-moment decisions.

> This happens in three stages:

Sales reps who use Aktana have seen their performance improve by 10-30%. In times of product launch
or strategy change, Aktana has even greater impact. Because when chaos threatens, Aktana delivers clarity.

Aktana’s Suggestions and Insights come pre-integrated with Veeva CRM Suggestions. 



> the missing piece
Most companies have invested heavily in data, analytics and field support tools.  Still, it’s difficult to ensure reps are 
armed with the right information at the right time.

Aktana complements existing investments by providing the missing layer of translation between strategy/data 
and the rep. This happens on the back-end, through seamless integration with data and analytic sources, and the 
front-end by delivering plain language recommendations and insights within the Veeva CRM workflow (Aktana 
suggestions and insights will come pre-integrated with Veeva CRM Suggestions).

> Improve call plan adherence
Aktana continually analyzes information so reps can respond
quickly and productively when real-world complexities
get in the way.

> Help lower-performing reps shine
   Aktana helps lower performers the most, improving
immediate results while building valuable future skills.

> Adapt more quickly to corporate- 
driven changes
With Aktana, each rep has their own private advisor. As
strategies change, reps receive guidance about when,
where, and with whom to execute new tactics.

> Respond more dynamically to market- 
driven changes
As new information becomes available, Aktana informs the rep
of what that information means and how they might apply it.

> Increase the quality of rep-HCP interactions
Aktana helps reps become more knowledgeable about a
physician’s challenges through insights on matters such as script-
writing dynamics, formulary coverage changes, or patient trends.

> Better coordinate multi-channel activity
With Aktana, reps can know when multichannel activity should
impact their decisions, and they can be guided in initiating
alternate channel activity, such as Approved Email, on their own.
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Aktana supports life science companies across a wide array of situations:

Veeva Systems is a leader in cloud-based software for the global life sciences industry. Aktana is the pioneer in 
decision support for life science sales teams. Veeva and Aktana, working together, deliver data-fueled insights and 
suggestions to sales reps right within the Veeva CRM workflow. This enables better moment-to-moment decision-
making which dramatically improves sales results.

When your sales force is armed with the right information at the right time,
they make better decisions and have more impact.  It’s that simple.




